
 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
OPERATING RELIABILITY WORKING GROUP 

Face-to-Face – Kansas City, MO 
Wednesday September 8, 2010 

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Thursday, September 9, 2010 

8:00 am - noon 
 

       M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s   

 
Agenda Item 1 - Administrative Items/Approve Previous Minutes/Review Agenda (Jim Useldinger/Jason Smith) 
Meeting called to order, roll call, previous meeting minute review.   
 
August 19, 2010 meeting notes motion to approve by Paul Lampe, seconded by Don Hargrove.  Motion 
passed unanimously. 
 
No agenda changes. 
 
Agenda Item 2 – BPR-013 BP1.8 Forgiveness of Transmission Service Charges (Clint Savoy) 
Clint reviewed the changes to the BPR-013.  This BPR adds the ability to forgive transmission service 
charges when a non-TLR congestion management event takes place.  No automatic forgiveness of 
charges, process would need to be initiated by the customer.   
 
Bill Nolte asked if there is a form that is needed to request the forgiveness.  The footnote includes the 
process, which is a service request through the customer relations representative.   
 
Forgiveness is already in place during a TLR.  This BPR covers addition of a CME. 
 
For TLRs it is already automatic.   
 
Jim suggested this is “no Reliability Impact”.  Paul Lampe made a motion, Don Hargrove seconded the 
motion.  Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – PRR Review (Debbie James/Sonya Hall) 
PRR 226 XML Notification of CME – Sonya reviewed the PRR.  Starting next month, the notification will 
be xml and OASIS instead of just OASIS.   
No Reliability Impact 
 
PRR 228 2011 Offer Cap Calculation Update – Sonya reviewed the PRR.  This is a change to the 
protocol language to not include the dollar amount, but to reference the language and point to the Tariff.  
This would alleviate the requirement for an annual tariff filing and a PRR to match it.  It is in the tariff 
already.   
No Reliability Impact 
 
Both PRRs were motioned by Paul Lampe as No Reliability Impact, Don Hargrove seconded the motion.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Agenda Item 4 – TRMID, CBMID Review (Jason Smith) 
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MOD standard only applies to the tariff footprint (TSP).  In May, we attempted to get the TWG to address 
the Criteria 4 changes.    Staff continues to look at Criteria 4 and leave the regional language and remove 
the TRM section.  TRMID was reviewed by ORWG a couple years ago as the TRM calculation.  The 
format has changed.  (Three (six)) misstated in doc.   
 
The reference to Criteria 4 remain in the TRMID, until Criteria 4 changes are complete.  TWG has 
reviewed this document.  RTWG also reviewed.  Neither had concerns.  They agree that the language in 
the Tariff does not conflict.   
 
Don asked if this was a document needed for audits.  Jason responded that yes, it is.  Jim requested 
confirmation that SPP does the calculation and is responsible for it.  Which is also true.   
 
Jason is requesting approval for this document.  
 
Ron Gunderson asked if this would be an SPP posted document.  This will be posted on OASIS.  It does 
not fall under a Business Practice.  This meets the MOD-008-1 requirement.  Transmission Service 
Provider must have this document.   
 
Ron asked us to update the “title” with Margin as part of the header.  (Jason)  This was changed during 
the meeting. 
 
CBMID was also reviewed.  The Roles and Responsibilities section was from the MOD standard.  
Compliance suggested we have a document that describes that we don’t maintain CBM and why we set it 
to zero (0).     
 
Kyle asked about Criteria 4 in the Purpose on the TRMID, being removed.  Jason explained that the 
reference to Criteria 4 needs to stay while the information is being reviewed and updated. 
 
Ron said to change page 2 of the CBMID from Control Area to Balancing Authority under the Calculation 
Methodology.  Jason will make the change and check the requirement wording.   
 
Jason reviewed the MOD-008 standard for Ron’s question, “keep current”.  We will make the assumption 
that current is the current version that is posted and available.  R4, requests the calculation be 
established every 13 months.  Ron would like the procedure to be reviewed annually, Jason explained 
that the procedure requires action at least annually, so updates could be made at that time.   
 
Ron mentioned the last paragraph stating zero, which seems to be in the Calculation Methodology.  Ron 
was reviewing the document from the first set of meeting material; Jason stated that the first set could be 
deleted.  The CBM Process Document _orwg_20100908 (2).doc is the correct one. 
 
Jim asked for an approval on the documents, not the methodology but for the documents.  Allen Klassen 
motioned to approve, Paul Lampe seconded.  The motion passed unanimously.   
 
Break 2pm – 2:10 pm 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Criteria Appendix 7 Modifications (cont’d) (Jason Smith) 
Jason reviewed the Draft Intro section.  Items 8, 9, and 10 were changed.  Calendar days advance notice 
required to match the previously approved document information.   
Node Connectivity Requirement section, calls the disaster recovery the backup site.   
 
Ron asked if Jason had a chance to check on #8, to see if it is being used.  Allen said he was asked for 
the information (ICCP) in the last couple weeks.  Don suggested it has another name, but it may not be 
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easily translated as a Data Dictionary by this name.  Jason said they call it the di_tree file internally to 
build the ICCP references.  Jason will review #8 to determine if this captures the right reference.   
Ron, Don, and Allen were requested to determine the correct wording in #8 for the Appendix 7 Intro 
terminology.  These items should be emailed to engmodelchanges@spp.org.  Should it be added to this 
Criteria?  Jason added two items, changes to model data and ICCP data changes with email addresses.  
Jason to determine the email address for ICCP data changes for Item #13 in the Appendix 7 Intro.   
 
Kyle mentioned the potential issues with Hotline work taking place – this item is in the Outage Scheduling 
tab – Telemetering and Control System Status.  He can see this being missed.  OPS1 may make it 
easier.  Allen asked if SPP would do something with the information.  Jason said it will be included in 
reporting and assessments, such as Next-Day Studies.   
 
Ron asked about the OPS1 replacement.  Jason said the costs are being determined for servers now.  
Then we’ll lay out a plan to get it in place.  This will become a sandbox and ask for participation in trying it 
out and providing comments.  The plan is to go live by June 1, 2011.  The vendor is the Crow system 
(used by MISO, PJM, and WECC, etc…)  Kyle agreed to participate.  Ron G will also participate.  It will 
have the capability to use the current outage scheduling tool.  Don asked if it was digital certificate or 
userid/password.  Jason believes it to be a digital certificate with an automatic link, updating when there 
are changes to IDC.  Kyle asked about reporting capabilities – It has canned reports and the capability to 
create ad-hoc reports.  Free form outage request capability for use when the correct information is not in 
the tool – this becomes a ‘not modeled’ facility and notification is made to SPP and SPP can make the 
necessary changes.   
 
Terry Rhodes is sending an internal status report on the project.  Jason will check with Terry to include 
the ORWG exploder in the weekly OPS1 status email.   
 
There was discussion about changing the dates to be wrapped around the new scheduling tool 
implementation.  Jason’s opinion wasn’t that there was additional data added beyond what is required 
currently by NERC standards.  Ron G disagreed, stating that there is a list included and the catch all that 
allow the RC to request other information.  (IRO?)  Allen is going to perform a review of the data to see if 
there is anything in the list that they would struggle to provide prior to the new OPS1.  Allen asked what 
the target date is for approving this appendix information.   
 
Ron currently provides the information using a Sun Net application for his outage scheduling tool through 
email.  Greg said they are working with TOA toward using Sun Net.  If anyone has potential issues 
meeting the terms of the information in the appendix, let Jason know which areas.   
 
Jason will follow up on “Standard and Assumptions” in the Appendix 7 to match with NERC standards.   
 
Ron said they sent an ISN file last year, but it didn’t get updated to NERC.  Ron is unsure of the process, 
others haven’t been touched in 3 years.  They send incremental information in a spreadsheet form.  
Jason will follow-up on the ISN process. 
 
Agenda Item 6 – Criteria 6 Revision (OEC/EEA) (Jason Smith) 
Section 6.4.5 was reviewed.   
 
Don asked whose definition should be used for an EEA.  Don and Greg have has differences based on 
the RC, and the level of EEA assigned.  Greg and Bill discussed the issues with firm schedule limitations 
and OEC, and EEA, where non-firm is available and reserves are met based on changes in generation 
and schedules.  EEA-2’s prompt calls from the RE.  Even in an EEA-3, a priority cannot be changed from 
a 6 to a 7.  The RC can overlook existing limitations, according to Robert Rhodes, and allow the 
transmission to flow.  If a TLR-5 is going to curtail firm, the RC can exclude firm curtailments for an EEA-
3.  Don joined the call, if the RC can get the room on the flowgate by letting the schedule go – it is based 
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on the Operating Conditions.  If the overload is severe enough, the schedules may be curtailed anyway, 
to protect the transmission system.  Another RC may be calling the TLR-5, which means it maybe an 
adjacent RC’s decision.  In this case, the RC’s would discuss the system overloads; the declaring RC 
makes the decision as to whether the schedules are or can be excluded.   
 
Currently the OEC requires an EEA, the changes in Criteria 6 need to allow for an OEC without an EEA.  
An event on a unit can be declared, if you wait until it expires, it can be pushed again.  The criteria may 
not allow for the second push of the button, though the software will allow it.  An OEC is needed if you 
cannot wait for the event to conclude.  Jason made wording changes to this section of the criteria to meet 
the discussion requirements, including removing the requirement for an EEA, and changing the wording 
on the reasons to file an OEC.  Jim pointed out that 6.2.13 (definitions) also describes the reasons for 
allowing an OEC.  6.2.13 was also changed.   
 
Robert commented that there will be communication between the BA and the RC.  The RC should ask 
questions about the OEC, status of the BA systems, and the RC may suggest an EEA be filed based on 
conditions.  Greg said there have been differences based on the RC on the desk.  Robert said that his 
impression was that there has been a difference in the available non-firm to cover reserves at the time of 
an OEC, which may have led to a difference in the suggestion action by the RC.   
 
The Load and Capability Report shows the amount without non-firm, but it is for the next day, not current 
conditions.   
 
Bill Nolte had a situation where they were in an OEC and did not have an EEA-3, they were told it could 
be a NERC violation and have associated fines.  There is a difference in the way it is interpreted based 
on who is asking.   
 
Don suggested not making changes to this until after the Compliance workshop, which according to Alan 
(RE), is in the next 2 weeks in Little Rock.   
He also requested adding language to allow for the loss of a unit, allowing non-firm schedules to meet 
reserves.  This is hard to include without opening a door for possible mis-use.  Jason agrees there is an 
opportunity to clarify to help with some of the discussion of issues related to not being able to purchase 
firm schedules for reserves. 
 
Greg asked about the deficient amount.  The language has not changed from the previous version.  The 
OEC should be for the amount actually deficient, otherwise it is unfair to the others in the RSG.   
 
Once approved by the ORWG, MOPC must review and approve, then the Board will approve. 
 
Allen asked the status of the ORTF.  Jason responded that it’s on hold pending ORWG actions/meetings.   
 
Robert requested a change of Operating Reserve to Minimum Contingency Reserve Daily Requirement 
 
Jason to send to the exploder tonight, review and consider a vote on 9/9/10. 
 
Agenda Item 7 – Criteria 6 Revision (Re-assignment of Reserve Obligations) (Jason Smith) 

1. Criteria 6 states that it is possible to allow another BA to carry reserves.   
2. There have been issues with Constellation with small BA’s embedded within Entergy. 

 
Kyle brought this information to the meeting.  DCS event on August 19.  Entergy filed 4 events, large 
amounts.  1333, first gen tripped.  Button hit 2 times, pulled both back, then 6 minutes into the event, hit 
the button for actual event, then 2 more times within minutes.  According to the graph, units were already 
moving, the event may have been missed overall, but the time lapse for the event is a cause for concern.    
Jason’s impression was that 2 units tripped together, it was DCS sized, but will be excluded because it 
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was 2 trips.  Initially it was thought to be the units tripped within seconds of each other, a notice that a 
third unit had tripped at that bus, causing confusion at their end.  It was multiple events at the same 
station.  There is an opportunity to stress the importance of the timeliness of the event start.  Jason will 
research the details of the RSS event with Entergy’s multi-trip event. 
Kyle asked if there was a possibility of a Market Suspension as part of an RSS event for large unit trips.  
Jason replied that the market has its import and export to keep up with, the remainder is the amount 
being passed internally.  If in the middle of an hour, there are not net import changes to the market, this 
would not help as anticipated.  Ron suggested we match his old environment, 3 minutes to call for an 
event, if not done in the window; the entity is on their own for a DCS event implications, though the event 
would be called, and the entities would assist as they can.  Kyle agreed.  Ron also suggested this go into 
place by the end of the year, instead of waiting for the new market.  Jason asked them to have their 
MOPC representative to bring this up at the MOPC meeting.   
 
Meeting Adjourned for the day at 4:51 PM. 
Meeting started 8:32 AM on 9/9/2010 
 
Jason sent out updates to Criteria 6 (OEC sections) to the exploder.  The group reviewed the changes in 
the meeting and removed the OEC definition from 6.2.13.   
 
 Allen K. made a motion to accept changes to 6.4.5.  Paul Lampe seconded the motion.  Robert 
requested one more change, RSG member submitting and OEC event, shall submit a written report, this 
covers someone filing but not needing assistance.  Allen and Paul renewed their motion, the members 
voted and the changes passed unanimously.  This will be passed to MOPC. 
 
Reassignment of Reserve Obligations – This is for an external BA carrying reserves for you.   
Danny had an instance of this yesterday, with problems using the process.  They would not have had the 
same issues prior to this capability.  Danny is asking if others are having similar problems and should the 
ORWG go down the lines of putting an agreement together for the RSG.   
 
Robert discussed the capability to assign reserves to another participant within the RSG.  Entergy needs 
a tag for accounting purposes, otherwise it shows up as energy imbalance and someone gets charged for 
it.   
 
Robert would like a statement from the ORWG to take to Lanny and others, requesting this be addressed 
with the flexibility needed to map reserves to BA’s.  Jason drafted the language needed (BA Contingency 
Supply Mapping) with ORWG input which will be provided to MOPC.   
 
Robert told Danny that Entergy and Constellation are working to resolve the double-tagging issues.  Don 
updated the group on the progress.  Entergy has agreed to change some of their systems on their 
Generator Imbalance program and some Oxytaft equipment changes are being made now.  They are 
meeting twice a week and sending information updating progress.  SMEPA, LEPA and others who are not 
doing RTOSS are having the same problem.  Don will get Danny on the distribution list for the progress 
updates.  The plan is to try to get this fixed, then to determine what a viable resource is based on the 
experiences to date with Oxytaft, then update the Criteria.  Kyle asked about amending Criteria 6, item F 
that requires RSG members only to be included for this.   
 
Conway and West Memphis are moving to NRG.  Danny and Don will continue discussions off-line.   
 
Break 9:40 – 9:57 am 
 
Agenda Item 8 – TOP-002 Compliance (Current/Next Day Studies) (Jason Smith) 
At the last MOPC meeting, Ron Ceiseil did a presentation with member feedback of the RE’s stance on 
TOP-002 for TO to do Current/Next Day Studies.  Most were pointing to study results from the RC to meet 
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compliance with the results.  The RE had allowed this if the TO were able to show that the results were 
reviewed regularly.  There was a shift in this, that the TO should do their own studies.  This caused a 
push back to the ORWG to help satisfy this obligation for the TO’s.   
 
There are things Staff can do with better information, more information, parallel flows, etc… it will still 
require an auditable review of the results and coordination between the TO and RC.  Kyle’s system does 
network analysis, day ahead study for outages, which is given to the operators showing possible 
contingencies.  Kyle agrees that we have a better look at a lot of the area (the borders for their system), 
but not necessarily their lower voltage levels, which would add complexity to the RC to include this.   This 
capability for Kyle’s area is expected based on their size.  They do a peak-of-the-day snapshot and use 
the data for the next day.  John said they do studies two buses on the other side of their system, and they 
have had discrepancies with their results.   
 
Jason mentioned having a separate page per BA on OPS1 with assumptions and outages used in the 
study.  Allen said if we do that, they review it and find changes that may be needed, would be continue to 
run studies as the changes are requested.  This could be a way to get the models better, better 
information, better results.  Some TO’s have been emailing results to SPP.  Jim and Jason to work 
together on MOPC request for Current/Next Day Studies.  Allen thinks this is more of a Compliance issue 
than an ORWG.  If areas are creating Mitigation plans to address this, they should be used as 
advisement for a process, but not necessarily for the ORWG – driven by those who have this as a 
compliance issue currently.   
 
 
Agenda Item 9 – Criteria 14 revision (Jason Smith) 
The majority of the information is redundant.  The group reviewed the Criteria and audit evidence 
supplied from Criteria 14, making minor changes where necessary.  IRO-006-4 was referenced by Criteria 
14, but 5.2.4.4 will work in its place.  Locations indicating TLR Criteria were modified.  Robert indicated 
that Criteria 14 holds the requirement that the RC report TLR information to the ORWG.  We are going to 
include the reporting in Criteria 5.2.5 as a new bullet.   
 
Curtailment Reports – Section 14.6 was added to Criteria 5 under 5.2.5 as additional bullets. 
 
Don Hargrove made a motion to remove Criteria 14 with the changes to Criteria 5.  Kyle M seconded the 
motion.  The motion passed unanimously.  Jason Atwood and Ron Gunderson obtained from the vote 
due to issues with following the conversation over the phone.  
 
Agenda Item 10 – Criteria 5 revision (Outage Coordination) (Jason Smith) 
The outage types and equipment will change with the new outage scheduler in section 5.2.1.1.  Jason is 
proposing a new Appendix (12) to cover the information that may be needed with Criteria 5 pointing to the 
Appendix.   
 
Jason reviewed the proposed Appendix.  Jason brought up a problem with outage requests coming in late 
in the day and not leaving time for review prior to approval.  David commented that the timeframes listed 
in the Appendix doc are reasonable requests.  Allen suggested that SPP enforce the Criteria a couple 
times to make it legitimate.  Kyle agreed with Allen’s suggestion. 
 
Mike Wech asked if they submitted a week-long outage request and it is denied, is there a priority for 
resubmission to get it approved.  How is it handled today and in the new OPS1?  Jason responded that in 
OPS1 today, an existing outage modification it appears to SPP as a new pending outage.  If the outage is 
denied, a new outage submission is needed.  They had an issue within the last month, for SPA, a outage 
was not approved based on congestion, rescheduling was complicated.  He is hoping a priority can be 
attached to outages such as this, to allow the outage to be approved.   In the instance Mike is referring to, 
a forced outage was keeping his outage from being approved.  Today it is manual.  The new outage 
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scheduler will allow updates to outage submissions, with the history associated, which will help with the 
prioritization.  Ron G added that if the outages are submitted earlier, he would like them to be approved 
faster; this would help with scheduling the resources.  Allen requested a tentative approval to let their side 
know that it’s been evaluated, at least initially.  Dave P. asked if he puts in an outage request, 3 weeks in 
advance, when will SPP review the request.  Jason said it depends; model cases more than 14 days out 
are not close enough to actual.  It is likely you won’t get a response until you are within 7 days.  At PJM 
they get priority for being first in for competing outage requests.   
 
Jason is requested the ORWG members review this and provide input to Jason.  
 
Kyle reviewed Criteria 5 and wants to be sure the Criteria 14 references in Criteria 5 are captured 
correctly.  5.2.1, 5.2.4.4, 5.2.5 a,  
 
 
Agenda Item 11 – Other Items (Jason Smith) 
Don Hargrove proposed that Appendix 3 (short wave radio – Emergency Communication Network) be 
stricken from the Criteria.  Criteria section 10.1 contains a reference to satellite phones.  Jason struck the 
line on 10.1 referencing Appendix 3. 
 
Ron Gunderson made a motion to strike the line in 10.1 and delete Appendix 3.  Don Hargrove seconded 
he motion, the motion passed unanimously. 
 
Jim Useldinger asked for a status on the secondary phone items.  Sam Ellis submitted a budget item for 
2011 to look for an online messaging tool, or other acceptable solution.   
 
Agenda Item 12 – Next Meeting (Jason Smith) 
Jason proposed quarterly meetings based a couple weeks prior to the MOPC meeting.  Danny proposed 
that the summer months or peak times, meet less frequently.  Jason’s intention is to meet less frequently 
for ORWG and do some ORTF meetings in-between.   
 
Jason suggests we leave the December 2nd call on the calendar, removing the other two.  In December, 
determine if we need a face-to-face meeting in January.  He would like a face-to-face meeting for ORTF 
this year.  Jason will remove the Oct and Nov meetings from the SPP Calendar.  MOPC action items will 
be addressed by conference call.  Jason will propose 2011 meeting schedule prior to the MOPC meeting. 
 
 
Agenda Item 13 – Summary of Action Items (Kathy Jones) 
Kathy reviewed the listed action items, in blue above. 
 
 
Agenda Item 14 – Adjourn (Jim Useldinger) 
 
Jim Useldinger adjourned the meeting at 11:45 am. 
 
 



Attended Name Status Company E-Mail Phone
1 Allan George M Sunflower ageorge@sunflower.net

x 2 Allen Klassen M Westar Energy allen.klassen@westarenergy.com 785-575-6073
x 3 Anthony Due M EDE adue@empiredistrict.com
x 4 Danny McDaniel M CLECO danny.mcdaniel@cleco.com 318-838-3176
x 5 David Pritchard M AEP dapritchard@aep.com
x 6 Don Hargrove M Oklahoma Gas & Electric hargrodw@oge.com 405-553-5917
x 7 Jason Atwood M Kelson Energy jason.atwood@kelsonenergy.com 281-482-3007
x 8 Jim Useldinger M Kansas City Power & Light jim.useldinger@kcpl.com 816-654-1212
x 9 John Stephens M SPRM john.stepens@cityutilities.net
x 10 Kyle McMenamin M Southwestern Public Service kyle.mcmenamin@xcelenergy.com 806-640-6594
x 11 Paul Lampe M City of Independence plampe@indepmo.org 816-325-7462
x 12 Ron Gunderson M NPPD rogunde@nppd.com
x 13 Todd Gosnell M wgosnell@oppd.com
x 14 Mike Wech M SWPA mike.wech@swpa.gov
x 15 Bill Nolte (Proxy for Alan George) P Sunflower bdnolte@sunflower.net
x 16 Clint Savoy S Southwest Power Pool csavoy@spp.org
x 17 Debbie James S Southwest Power Pool djames@spp.org
x 18 Don Shipley S Southwest Power Pool dshipley@spp.org 501-614-3581
x 19 Jason Smith, Secretary S Southwest Power Pool jsmith@spp.org 501-614-3293
x 20 Neil Robertson S Southwest Power Pool nrobertson@spp.org
x 21 Kathy Jones S Southwest Power Pool kjones@spp.org 501-614-3326
x 22 Robert Rhodes S Southwest Power Pool rrhodes@spp.org 501-614-3241
x 23 Sonya Hall S Southwest Power Pool shall@spp.org
x 24 Patty Denny G Kansas City Power & Light patricia.denney@kcpl.com
x 25 Brenda Harris G Oxy brenda_harris@oxy.com
x 26 Denney Fales G Kansas City Power & Light denney.fales@kcpl.com
x 27 Greg McAuley G OG&E mcaulegl@oge.com
x 28 Jessica Collins G Xcel Energy jessica.l.collins@xcelenergy.com
x 29 Mike Anderson G AEP mcanderson@aep.com
x 30 Mike Gough G WAPA gough@wapa.gov
x 31 Todd Murry G Empire District tmurray@empiredistrict.com

Operating Reliability Working Group
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